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This booklet is a composite response of the following people to pertinent
issues.in the child development research .field:

Richard Bell
National Institute of Health

Herbert Birch
Albert Einstein University

Henry Brickell,
Institute for Educational Development

"ci

James Chajfant
University of Illinois

Bruce Eck land a

University of North Carolina

Dorothy Eichorn
University of California

John Flavell . 1

University of Minnesota

James Gallagher
University of North Carolina

Herbert Goldstein
Yeshiva University
. -

Edward Gordon
Columbia University

Ira Gordon
University of Florida

Susan Gray
George Peabody College

Lewis Lipsitt
Brown Univeksity

Reginald Laurie
Washington's Children's Hospital

Harriet Rheingold
University of North Carolina

Henry Ricciuti
Cornell University

'Earl Schaefer
Nat'l Institute of Mental Health

Donald Stedman...
George Peabody Cosner

Carolyn Stern
University of California

Harold Stevenson
University of Minnesota

Sidney Werkman
Univeriity of Colorado

Burton White
Harvard University

A pre-publicationAraft of the text was circuCted to-each nrson to elicit
comments concerning its accuracy in reportind\on the discussions. Editorial
changes were made accordingly, Although the text generally represents con-
sensus, it also includes individual viewpoints not necessarily'endorsed by the.

0

entire group.
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The synthesizers of any conference must bear special respon-
sibilities. The first of these is coherence. Discussion during
The conferences was generally fro cod unstruc red, to tpat
'the "pulling together" of such interaction req sp{3cial
effort. The synthosizors in this case had the profos nal so*
port of Mrs. Judy Hulka who provided needed and luablo
editorial assimanco.

A second responsibility is that of faithfulness to the ideas
presented by the various conference members. In this task we
had the enthusiastic support and cooperation of the confer-
one() members tflemsolves. Seventeen of the original panelists
responded with comments and about the material
in the report. These comments played a largo part in shaping
of the final draft,: although the finished product has to re-
main the responsibility of tho synthesizers.

0

The fine) repponsibility is, that ,,of modesty. In a very teal
conco the compilers' major ri.scponsibility is to create a
passageway by which ttto ideareconcepti and suggestions of
the conferenCe members find their way toNthe reader. If there
is insight in tho report it is because the Conference riartici-
pants were insightful. INo' hope that the suggestionsiind ideas

"in receive the attention that the importance of tho topic
OS.

J. Sparlin
J. 9allreher
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INTRODUCTION

In March 1971, the Frank Porter Graham Child Development Cente held
a series of conferences on child development research. Twenty-two (kin-
guishcd scientists from across the nation met in, three working panels, one
each focusing on infancy, the preschool child, and the school age child. Their
collective task was to, assess the current status of the child development
research field and to project research needs for the coming decade. This
included identifying areas neglected by research, pinpointing obstacles to
research, and suggesting solutions to research problems. A special focus of the
discussions involved the policies of funding agencies and their impact on the
child development field.

The conferences were convened on the premise that major 6hanges are
taking place in the research world which should be recognized, evaluated, ands
directed toward a productive end. The trend from individual to group re-
search, from isolated research projects to a wide variety of development and
demonstration efforts, en ends toward establishing priorities and escalating
causes have altered the nacU of research activity. These changes support an
uriderlying belief that the esults Of research should have a more meaningful
impact on the social condi 'on. With this-in mind, c oser attention should be
paid to how decisions are ade with regard to the pport of research activi-
ties.

Three agencies concerned with these issues, the National Institute of Child
Health and Human Development (NICHD), the Office of Child Develop-
ment (OCD), and the Office of Education (OE), provided the financial sup-
port necessary to convene the panels and to report on deliberations. This text
is submitted to the supporting agencies and, in a broader sense, is directed to
policy makers, to the research community, and to the larger body -of research

1- consumers.

,41) 0
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FOREWORD
Several different and sometimes novel approaches to research' decision.

making and management in the 1970's were discussed at the conferences on
which this booklet is based. Suggestions NI- change focus on the °maul:

. .priority setting

. synthesis Of ideas
communications systems

. new types of personnel
Inihe area c priorities, formation of a National Child Development Plan.

ninq Board might provide means for directing research toward meaningful
social goals. The Board mu\qt be a freestanding organization whose members
are charged with maintaining constant com unication with the field's various
publics. Such a National Planning Board wo Id. help determine and stabilize
priorities by voicing the caReetivirjudgment of cearchersand consumers.

The need tb synthesize the results of research, within and across disci-
plines, was highlighted at the conferences as a necessity for understanding the
child's development. There was consensus that some problems are laeyond the
scope.of the individual researcher and equire collaborative study. Ways to
facilitate synthesis of research and enc rage collaborative efforts are dis-
cussed in the text. -

The panelists also concluded that there should be a communications sys-
tem., for research ideas and products. To achieve this, research needs new
types of personnel, such as information specialists and synthesizers. The text-
defines the roles of these new workers in the research 'family," along with
suggesting how to recruit and support them. Comments on additional types
of personnel needed to "round out" the -research field are included in a
section on manpower.

Numerous issues Iiishe ones above are discussed in this booklet. The
beginning pages ideritig the_observed status quo in research. Suggestions for
improvement are developed throughout the remainder of the text.

,
1
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Current Trends
in Research

What are the major research directions that you see the field of child '
development to mg in the next decade based on urrent trends? As panel
members resporided to this question from their v ied points of view, they
created a composite statement identifying a nu er of trends in the follow-
ing areas of 14ie child development field:/ .

0 ,

learning

cognitive domain

social systems

, biological or4nizers of behavior

linguistic development
o 4

D

Within each of ?these broad areas some topics are currently being,researclied,.
____thers are just beginning to be studied, while many are not-being investigated
and represent gaps, discussed on page 7. Trends identified here refer to
ongoing research as well as short range projections for future research bpsed
on what is happening now. . .

THE LEARNING PROCESS '
/ ° . ,i

,
A variety of topics within the area of learning, have received and are

receiving much attention. Research has become sophisticated in the measure-
ment of various aspects of children's )earning behavior, and lias worked at
relining the measurement of stimulus conditions tifat influence learning of

3 children. The next ten years should produce progress- in our understanding pf

t.01M0 0 9
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very specific, learning in cognitive and percep ual processes in infants and
young children. In addition, it should provid important clues as to the
manner in which individual differences in early .I arning experiences, influence

later behaVior pat nsintellectual, social, emotional, cultural, and so on.
,

Another signif cant trend in the area of learning involves research to deter-
mine how undesirable behavior can be modified or shaped. This includes
straightforward stt dies to expand the list of resPenses that can be brought

iiunder control, an the effect of "increased" stimulation on such responses of
the infant as visue-Agard, reaching, vocalizations,, developmental status, as
well as test performance of the older child. Under this heading fall basic
research activities associated with the "enrichment" Studies, and the ameli9ra-
tion of the educational deficits associated with poverty. Finally, there v1,,,11

probably continue t e a proliferation of sophisticated operant studies.
s,

, [

\

WITHIN THE COGNITIVE DOMAIN

' The panels identified an increasing tendency to exO nd the definition of
cognitive behaviors as a trend which includes an effort o integrate variables

into a common model with cognition. As investigations c ntinue, the concept
of cognition will be broadened to include such variabl s- as language, judg-

ment, creativity, motivation and the like. Cognition may become ap extreme
superordiriate concept. We may develop a broad conce tion of intellectual
functioning with particular emphasis on a number of subc tegories which are A p

eurrently" growing in interestfor example, symbolic thoug t, and developing

of symbol systems. . , .
'another attempt to expand the cognitive domain, is eing made as re-

'searchers place more emphasis on the analysis of cogniti e processes and

competencies as these are manifested in the context of real lie situations like
the classroom or the play area. In other words, researchers how more con-
cern for the nature of the demands that are made on chilke cognitively by
different situ tions, rather than stressing primarily laborator type analyses

of cognition nd language. This movement will provide a boa er scope in the

search for th underlying cognitive processes which facilitate v rious kinds of

adaptive learning. -
b

There is a, trend toward searching for the precursors of cognition in early

infancy. This trend is regarded by some as the beginning of a larger effort to

. establish ties between early behavior and later behavior-rseeking explanations

in early childhood for future forms of development.
A second aspect of this trend includes normative studies-of infant respanse,

to stimulation affecting sensory syste'rn. and varying in such. dimensions a4
novelty. In this category, studies of the orienting response and of habituation

are ongoing. If present practices provide a useful guide, investigations int() the

visual attention and percpptiort of infants will continue to emphasize the
stimulus, and studies of auditory perception will continue to emphasiie the

response.
4
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WITHIN SOCIAL SYSTEMS

Within the context of social systems, studies of family factors and parent-
child interaction represent a current trend. These include meedurement of
Parent behavior, correlations witpi concurrent and subsequent child behaviors,
arm modification of parental behavior to increase the child's test perform.
ante. There has also been progress in the study of dyads, such as the mother-
child relationship. Panelists. expreGIced the hope that in the future these
studies will be replaced by research of more complex systems, of fa
interrelationships, and studies of social networks. Research withii tho area of
social systems is also taking place on various social issues such ps racial
integrationa subject whict) will most likely continue to receive attention in
coming years.

In the social realm there is also enNlasis being placed on conducting
impact studies related to spacifiC attempts at intervention, such as Head Start.
It is predicted that increasing research effort will be put into the analysis of
the impact phich the family, the broader society, and the community can
have on children's development. More intervention activity will be aimed in
the direction of influencing these aspects of the child's environment rather
than concentrating, as is traditional, on the classroom or day care center
situation. Paneitts were hopeful that the trend will direct researchers away
from looking for bne best educational model for intervention programs, and
toward looking for alternate types of intervention progranis or educational
programs which may be appropriate for particular kinds of children or
teachers. -

BIOLOGICAL ORGANIZERS OF BEHAVIOR

In an attempt t pin dow1 the role of biological organizers of behavior, a
trend is being taialished in the study of the postnatal period through the
first 12 months of life.'There is effort being rade to link development to a
variety of biological determinants or correlates of behavior, with special
interest in the impact on development of early variations in conditions or
pregnancy and birth. These include prematurity, low birth weight,-nutritional
factors, etc.
- There is some contention that those concerned with human behavior must
be concerned with the first three years of life in order to learn how to prevent
and modify behavior which might result in later pathology. Insufficient or
incorrect knowjodge regarding the biological organizers of early stages of
behavior can complicate later behavior, and lock in place poor problem-
solving techniques, poor self-concept, etc. Thd trend toward study of the
postnatal peciode through the first 12 months of life, is related to these
assumptions and has resulted in many young people with doctorates special- .
izing in infancy. More Studies in this area will involve psychciPharmocology,

5 biochemistry and nutrition.

0 0 0 1 1
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LINGUISTIC DEVELOPMENT

.Practically every other developmental problem studied can draw from and
contributo to the understanding of speech productiod,* speech assimilation,
and. language learning. The increasing importance of language formation as a
specific behavioral target for study constitutes a far-reaching current trend.

40; Seim' researchert find this subject area enormously appealing, perhaps be-
,cause it "has everything." FOr example, it is not there at birth, it is one of the
first functions hit by brain damage, It is heavily influenced by environmental

fOciors (the languagejused, the (Ailect spoken, the conceptual sophisticatiOn
disployedLit relates os highly 13. any other human attribute to tested intelli-
gence, it-is clearly a product/of imitation, it -is 'used to make people angry or

submissive or lovin Or analThetie (as in hypnosis), and there is an enormous-0
amount of descriptive, linguistic data already available.

0

-----LXTREND AFFECTING ALL TRENDS.------

In relation to all trends identified by the panels, members observed a
current.shift in emphasis from basic to applied research or development. It

was noted that even basic research is beginning to occur more often in natural
settings. The increasing frequency of such activitiet as the Educational Test-

ing Serv,ice evaluqion of Sesi)me Street and the Head Start studies supports
this viewpoint. TNre will probably be continued emphasis on educational or
quasi-educational interventions in the lives of various types of disadvantaged
children, and particularly very young children.or -infants. The explosion of

da care settings will undoubtedly figure prominently, in such research.

lit arch may, however; become broader and more humanistic in their
definition of educational objectives, and correspondingly more flexibl,p and

nondoctrinake in thei use of program assessment.
As one researcher reminded the group,' the best prediction for future

researchis more of w at is going on current research. The question brought
jnto,focus by this a alysis of current trends is: will the directions we have

been establishing tak us to our desired goals?

012
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Gaps in
Research Activity

A-

.
In order -to eek out the poteptial we knesses in our CUrrent research

trends, the panel explored the question: ar there important area or prob-
tern dimensions that are largely being igno ed? The composite response
which follOwsidentifies areas in research which need to be filled in. Each of
the specific gaps in research can be listed under a least one of four categories
of major gapS:

1: lack of research on various develo ental periods, such. as
the periods from one to three years nd 20 to 29 years of .

age;

2. gaps in the overall content of knowle ge produced by re-
searchwith -investigation being particulail limited in con-
tent areas such as the study of values, affecti e domain, and

i social systems;
3. too little translation of theory and knowledge-Rto action,

which fact severely limits the scope of program'\develop-
-ment, instrument development, and inhibits the \ nder-
taking of selected intervention studies;

4. too limited synthesis' of research, findings, which impe
theory development and is due to too little conceptuallhi
°ration, and too little use of techniques which require sus-
tained cooperation (collaborative studies and longitudinal

t4, studies):

A GAF': DEVELOPMENTAL PERIODS
The period below three years, of age can be singled out for spedial research

Q. a emphasis. Not' only do we need theories which apply to this age span, but
atailed ethological and ecological information are necessary. In addition,
information about.interaction bedveen experience and development must be

0

.0 10:14
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generated from direct and suitable experimental 'work. This research-gap is

especially evidenced in the lack of study of the developing female infant and

child.
A concern flk children also requires more study of adults, so' that a lifer

spin developmental psychology can evolve. We still need to know more about

the ages 20-29 years, the age period which especially represents parents of

young children. There is much work to be done in tracing behaviors through
major perr6ds of development, fitting together data from studies of different

stages of devplopment, and relating particular periods of life to the whole life
span. A more complete discussion of developmental periods is included in the

section on collaborative studies, page 28.
The sequence of research is often seen as natural observation, hypothesie

building and experimentation. Although the entire sequence is needed,

natural observation is often missing. A more complete natural history for all

age periods, but especially those mentioned earlier, would provide needed
information such as which variables are gradual, quantitative, and continuous

as well as which variables are unevenand discontinuous. The study of normal
and especailly bright children is Likely to be productive in the natural history

area. Another productive apjkoach would be ecological study utilizing the
total' natural setting as it exists rather than to institute ir4rventions,ond to
study these. Simply stated, wevvilPheed knowledge in detail of how children
feel and what they do over' Extended periods of time when engaged in

learning.

A GAP: CONTENT AREAS

Gaps in -the affective domain need ,Immediete research attention. For
example, facts are needed on the stability and consistency of affective vari-

tables through varipus developmental periods. More research attentiomshould

lo focused on esthetic development, and existing knowledge needs to be

applied to proble f ego and emotional development.
Study itolso,,n eded on the consistency of values and moral character

traits within chit ren: In additioit we need to understand value systems,

belief systems, moral and ethical development. Research on educational goals

and values in society is a difficult but urgent task.
Finally, there is an important need for research on complex social systems.

One of the initial tasks in this area is the study of the effect of social

stimulations'on dren. While the mother-child relationship has received
much attention, th' response of the child to the father and later to peers

represents a research ap.,Beyond the study of social dvds there is,the need
for the study of triads and more complex social systems. From the perspec-

tive of a researcher working in the schools, omissions in the area of social

systems are seen as a vacuum in which we are treating phildren. There often

seems to be no awareness of the parents and little awareness of who is going

to be'working with childrenparaprofessionals, teenagers, etc.

ft 0'0 1 4 a
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A GAP: 'TRANSLATION OF RESEARCH FINDINGS-

There is extremely little translation of research fincLizigs into program
developmeni or curriculum development. Taken in its broadest sense,
'development includes not only program development but program evaluation

nd cksemination. The development problem is a new one. The Office of
ducation (OE) spends about one dollar on development to every one dollar

spent on research. It was suggested that ten to one is a realistic ratio of
development dollars to research dollars. Much of the OE research is some-
where down the road toward development and probably should cost at least
five times as much as basic research. A problem is that research anctilevelop-
ment are not always completely distant from each other; they exist on a
continuum.

Development activities are costly because of their domplexity and scope.
Not only do they require the production of materials, field evaluation, dis-
semin tion and related training, but also large staffs and cilictinuously avail-
able c ad populations. However, this complex chain of activities has as its
payoff ,he integration of child development research with social problems.
We need Jor example, to integrate the information on the first few months of
life and ply this to the problems arjd issues of infant care. Other solutions
to proble s find their application in home and school curricula.

Interim tion studies represent another opportunity for the translation of
basic research knowledge. The gap in this area is hardly the result of too few
studies! In fact, gOss intervention efforts have been too numerous. Some
ground rules are needed to assure that new ventures in this area will provide
outcomes beyond the knowledge now reasonably well established. Such
established know,ledge can be summarized in three points:

1. The developmental patterns of deprived children can to
modestly accelerated under major and systematic program
stimulation.'

2. When the stimulation program is removed, the youngsters'
will lose .a significant proportions of the gains made under
he special program conditions.
he youngsters who respond best to a progfam are those
ho have fewer negative factors in their environment to

begin with; that is, not emotionally disturbed, no family
disintegration, etc.

We should demand that future intervention studies have ambitions to do
more than merely redundantly state the above findings.' Future intervention
studies should focus on needs such as these:

9

. the effects of family - centered intervention as contrasted to
day care and nursery school

. upward age extensions

more power in intervention programs

0 1 5
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. more genuine variation in the features of in-school inter- -
vention

. study of the heterogeneity of disadvantaged groups
The need to contrast family-centered intervention with child care in group

settings is a pressing one sincelt appears likely/that, in the future, an increas-
ing number of educational-41vities can and will occur within the home.
Many parents will be ablit,ki hoose education in the home setting as .an"\
alternative to group day care-Researph needs to compare and make known
the effects of these various types of intervention. -

Upward age extensions, or programs for older children to support the
positive results of earlier programs, are needed. The familiar wash out of
'positive results should not be accepted as inefrtable until programs covering
longer time spans are implemented. Research also needs follow-up programs
to check "sleeper effects," especially those negative responses which don't
make themselves known until after a child leaves the program which evoked
the response in him.

Most current interventiordies represent a very small input in relation
to the total life experience of children. It is not surprising, then, that pro-
grams create small effects in children which are lost over time. To put more
power in intervention studies, the number of hours a child spends in a pro-
gram could be increased or the program content could be refined.

In addition, more genuine variation in the features of in-schodl interven-
tion is needed because the current differences in --input often prove to be
minor. These differences are more often related to teacher differences than to
differences in program models. Program models may provide the basis for real
input differences, but models are often inadequately implemented. Programs
should. be designed to guarantee departures from the standard, often medio-
cre approach, and the results of these departures should be carefully ma-
sured.

It is quite clear that much more work needs to be done in understanding.
human variability when studying disadvantaged children. The "disadvan- ,
taged", have long been regarded by research as a monolithic group, when, in
fact, there are significant differences between the urban and rural disadvan-
taged child and Mop considered "gifted." Research needs to focus Study on
the heterogeneity of disadvantaged individuals and groups. _ N.

In addition to program deVelopment and intervention studies, die lack of
instillment development is included here as a significant and debilitating gap
in the translation process, Almost every conceivable translation of basic
research into action is dependent upon the available instruments of measure-
ment. The instrumentation gap has -such far-reaching effects that it com-
pounds the gaps listed under categories other than translation: develop-
mental periods, content areas, and synthesis,

The meager supply of instruments and methodplogy available in some
areas may make the researcher feel that before he can build a house he has to
-first stop and make a hammer and some nails. Historically, certain instru-
ments and tests were not developed as part of a research effort until there was
a "big push" in the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. It fol-

Q
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lows that altig push in child development may be necessarychefore needed
instruments are developed.

Some specific instrument needs are described as: better assessment tech-
niques for learning processes as opposed to learning products; instrumenta-
tion in the affective domain; early assessment of personality((

-A GAP: SYNTHESIS OF KNOWLED6E
Child development research experiences a major gap in conceptual integra-

tion and, specifically, in theory development. We need to assimilate much
existing fragmentary knowledge, and generate theoretical models 'which
pecify Critical parameters of child development. From these modals we need

to develop,theory. Theory development is not a luxury in child development
research, but a necessity. At present we have a base of knowledge which has
perhaps too many major gaps to be a truly fertile ground for the development
of theory. Withqut a firm knowledge base, the development of theory is
difficult. Since theories are developed so that the world can be better under-,
stood, workable theories can have impact on sociol issues and actions. With-
out synthesis, without theories, it is almost impossible for child development
research to keep up with social needS.

There are certain research styles which encourage conceptual integration
and, therefore, theory development. Both collaborative studies and longitud-
inal studies are capable of facilitatingsitsynthesis and creatinwore compre-
hensive bodies of knowledge from which theories can emerge. An aditantage
unique to these kinds of research is that they provide more representative
samples, for study than are available to the individual investigator. Specific
longitudinal studies are currently needed in such areas as affective develop-
ment of children, especially across social classes. Such sustained efforts have
certain problems inherent in them. Possible solutions to, some problems are
examined under."The Need to Collaborate," beginning on page 28.

To encourage collaborative and longitudinal studies is not.to discourage
basic research.' Basic research is3 and should be a part of ant total research
effort. Because basic research has received some level of support, albeit insuf-
ficient, there is a tendency to focus on other more deprived areas,particalarly
areas of social sensitivity. The gap synthesis of knowledge suggests that
many basic studies, although egsential to the total research enterprise, exist as
fragmented, isolated projects that need to be linked together.

It is apparent that there is a need to create a research environment wherein
the synthesis of knowledge is encouraged. Researchers should strive to inte-
grate concepts and build theories. Panelists contend that theory development
could be fostered by:

. stabilizing priorities so that funds would be available for
longer periods of time

. altering the reward system to credit the developer of theory
rather than dissuade him

. encouraging collaborative study
These suggestions for nurturing synthesis filling the gap are elaborated on

11 in upcoming sections of this report.

.
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The following chart is a summary judgment on research emphasis in child
development today. It not only attempts to show in which areas there is tab'
little research, but identifies areas wherein adequate or too much research is
being conducted.
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Barriers to
Research Effortt

. s--6. , .. .

In response to -the discussion of research gaps, the panels identified a
number of barriers which have created and are perpetuating these gaps in
research activity. They are in the form of implicit or explicit policies of
institutions responsible for the support of research. There are several reasons
why many research problems arb not studied, but the most significant of
these barriers arb:

1. polcies of the university and profession -these involve the
nature of the academic reward system and those fac(ors
related to' professional and Ober statbs, in addition to
policies which encourage isolation of researchers' in their
work;

2. po/ic ,s of goRernment funding agenciesthese range from
exces ive reliance' upon unsolicited proposals, to policies of
s@ort- erm funding, attitudes to+lvard instrument develop*
ment nd population availability, and the general lack of
funds.

These policies or barriers demand our special attention because they con-
stitute on)) of the most likely areas in the system into which change may be
introduced. Few of the \ policies which act as barriers are formal policies.
Instead, they represent habitual ways of acting which serve to create de facto
policies. Both the fundin agencies and the academic profession have strong
de facto policies which ap ear to perpetuate existing research gaps.

BARRIERS: OLICIE-OF THE PROFESSION
ft% The research scientists' eward system acts bs a barrier to certain types of

research. For example, the longitudinal study of young children may carry a
professional reward which is too distant. Quick pulalication of the short-term

13 research 1roject provides the clearest opportunity for advancement up the
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academic ladder in the university setting. As long as we are tied to a "publish
or perish" philosophy, We will not have an environment for long-terM attack
on difficult problems. Other areas in whiCh gaps exist (gathering of natural
history, instrument development, or synthesis of research findings into
theory) also require lengthy study, and this kind of effort is not adequately
or quickly rewarded by the profession or the university.

The reward system barrier perpetuates research gaps which in turn act as
barriers to other kinds of research. this chaining of events magnifies the
significance of the reward system barrier. For example, the reward system
does not especially encourage theory development. Because the development
of theory may be a long process, the researcher involved *nay not be in a
position to publish his findings and receive recognition until many years after
his colleagues publish short-term research in other areas. As a result, many
researchers shun this kind of effort and a gap exists in theory development.
The gap ill...theory acts as a barrier to the research activity of instrument
development. The gaps in theory and instrumentation in turn inhibit the
study of certain content areas such as the investigatior.of social pystems.
Thus the chain of cause and effect reaches from the reward system, theory
development, to instrument development, and to the study of complex

areas as social systems.
In addition to the reward .system, a second research' barrie is the relative

isolation in ,-whi h researchers function in tte university settin icies of

the university eke' an independent, solitary approach to research the most
likely to tiay of for the individual. The professor typically finds himself in a

university depart ant made up of individuals selected for their different
interests and capabi ities rather than similarities in terms of teaching experi-

ence and research i erests. As would be expected, this results in many small

research studies on a diversity of topics. While this organizational pattern
producl\es an attractive and diversified research output for the department,
and an.opportunity for each individual to progress at his own rate in "making
a name for himself," it makes unlikely the occurrence of other more cumber-
some research activities, such as collaborative studies. in the opinion of the
panels, collaborative studies must be encouraged if certain complex questions

in child development are to.be answered. This view is supported in a special

section on collaborative effort.
'In summary, the de facto policies of the university and profession can

directly act as barriers to the filling of research gaps in the areas of translation
and synthesis and, indirectly, in the areas of content and developmental
periods. The policies referred to here can be stated briefly as follows:

The reward system within the academk profession implicit-
ly encourages short-term studies and discourages studies
requiring sustained and/or cooperative effort.

Isolation produced by university organizational patterns
creates a tendency among researchers to undertake investi-
gations by, themselves, limiting findings to the realm of
their own skills and capabilities.

4 0 O 0
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-BARRIERSO)OLICIES OF FUNDING AGENCIES

Certain types of research are made very difficult by the policies of funding
agencies. Many of these are de facto policies and may reflect certain pro-
cedures of government not under direct control of the funding agency itself
(i.e. annual appropriatiOlis by the Congress). However these pojicies may have
developed, they are responsive to, and thus reinforce the weaknesies in the
academic situation.

An example is sliort-term funding which offers little hope that particular
areas of research can be ptirsued to completion. This agency policy acts as a
barrier to theory development. Developing theory takes time and the need for
time implies the need to!' long-term funds. In fact, the particular gap of
theory development is probably one result of short-term funding policies.
Other research efforts which are inhibit d by the policy of short-term funding
are program or curriculum developm nt, certain intervention studies, and
instrument development. Such policies also severely limit performance: of
people at research centers who want to attack major prol,lems but are hard
put to get long-term commitments.

Short-term funding is related to shortt m age y priorities and an
excessive reliance on unsolicited proposals. P ently, ost agencies select
studies to be funded from randomly submitte earch proposals. This
laissez-faire approach to determining how grant money will be spent belies
overall planning in the researc ield. A/continually shifting set of funding
agency priorities may act as an im osing barrier to closing the critical gaps in
our research activities. The effective anaging of research priorities is, in fact,
an area of such importance that an entire section of this report is devoted to
it (see page 18).

Agency attitude toward instrument development _accounts in part for the
lack of activity in developing techniques of measurement and other research

jt " methodologies. Individuals have received word from particUlar agencies that
instrument development must be cut out of a proposal before it is considered
acceptable. This fact perpetuates the gap in translation of resear*findings
into usable programs. :

An area in which funding agencies share a policy stance with universities is
in their attitude toward carrier populations. A carrier population is oile which
is receiving program services over an extended period of time primarily to
allow the population to become available for research p,urposes. Tel create
carrier populations we must create and support sufficient services to encour-
age parents to have their children and themselves participate in research
efforts. Currently, the cost of maintaining a population of preschool age
children for study presents a large obstacle and, therefore, agencies are reluc-
tant to support study populations. Even though certain types of research
require ongoing carrier populations* (i.e. curriculum research, longitudinal
studies, etc.) the fact is not squarely faced by most universities or funding
agencies.

This attitude toward carrier populations is related to the research gaps
which exist in various developmental periods. For example, populations of

15 children under three years of age are generally. unavailable for study over
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extended periods
group. Cultural a
responsible for, th
tude3 are changing
for infants and to
tion'' of children Li

In addition to
lations specifisall
on already exist
wherever group
tions in these s
who needs to o
period of time
with a day care
piggy-backing r
efficient use of

O

f time. Asa result, researchers know little a out this age

titudes such as the sanctity of the home aiiirmertially
paSt unaVailaiiitity of those under three, but these atti-

Parents pow often consider it acceptable to secure services
diers. Once a service like day care is provided,his popula,

comes available for possible research.
xamining agency attitudes toward duppo carrier popu-

to carry on research, the idea of "piggy-backing" research

ng service operations should be examined. Whenever and
ettings exisi, the possibility of supporting research popula-
ings should be seriously considered. For example, Dr. X

serve the eating habits of three year olds over an extended
ight be aOle to work out a contractual agreement to do so

center where this population is available. Su eh possibilities of
search are seldom explored, even though the concept suggests

!ready existing resources and has an economic advantage over
'establishing ney carrier populations. Population availability is vital to many

studies.
A final realty of funding (which can hardly be called a policy) is sheer

la& of funds. A comparison of the total resources for child development

research, for example, with agricultural research or medical research reveals

one of th asic roots of the total problem. The lack of funds has a direct or

indirec effect on every reiaarch gap listed by the panels. Some of the specific

hards los related to limited funds re seen in restrictive guidelines, unstable

and e budget, unrealistic deadlines, a lack of effective plinning between
agent es, and reit tance to invest sizeable sums in long-term projects.

In ur ary, theceering of fu ding agency policies could *move many

existing barriers child develo ment research field. In regard to these de

facto policies it can be said that: .

. Short-term funding) a reality inhibiting the co letion of
many studies. Agenci s presently place little impo ante on

the synthesis of kno° edge, as is demonstrated by current
unwillingness to extend\tbnds for longer periods of time

Excessive reliance on uneplicite'd proposals in deciding hove
to distribute money belies the systematfc development of
agency priorities, and prevents study of some in ificant'
areas.

T

Instrument Ievelopment is discouraged because costs for it
are often le h out of research °grants, which fact inhibits the
translation of research findings into usable'programs.

The need for carrier populations cis not recognized by
agencies who remain unwilling to hind them exclusively for
research purposes.

Sr 00022
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Each policy barrier is responsible for ksearch gaps previously disctssed.
Almost every barrier can be related to every gpp. A summary of their relation-
ships is seen on the following chart.

BARRIERS THAT CREATE

AND SUSTAIN RESEARCH GAPS

RESEARCH GAPS

Developmental POT .06k

Aga 1 3 yrs.
Ages 20 20 yrs.

Values
Affective domain
Social systems

I I MO I I I I M.
Program development
Selected intervention studies
Insttument development

I= II MI I l
Conceptual integration
Theory development

.t.

POLICY BARRIERS

U University or Profession

G Government
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A Move to
Set Prioritiet

There appears to be a strong trend towards the establishing Of priorities in
child development research. Some researchers, in fact, see not a trend but a
tidal wave in that direction. This approach is not intended to totally supplant
the lOissez-faire method of relying on researcher-initiated proposals. It is
intended to supplement the laissez-faire method with stronger and More con-
sistent agency-directed priorities.

Several mechanisms are presently working toward the systematic establish-
ment of priorities. One occurs when consumers, allied with scientists, attempt
to influence legislation and, therefore, agency policy. Another occurs when
government officials responding to changing administjations feel the need to
state priorities which have not been in vogue. It is this continual changing of
priorities which gives many researchers the idea that the federal government
has a propensity to manufacture research priorities, and which gives Ilse to
researchers' fear of agency-set priorities. However, these very scientists who
make up the field of *child development have demonstrated clearly that they,
as a collective group, have no capacity for organizing their own research
efforts in a coherent and productive fashion. This rather confusing situation
points to a key question: how should a priority-setting effort be managed?

A possible answer to this question is that the funding agencies should do
so but only after +laving been informed by a widened input from both con-
sufners and researchers. Consumers should have a voice in deciding which
social problems'should be attacked by program developers and disseminators.
If there is considerable public interest in making social advances that await
scientific solution, the fundiNg powers should be responsive to the need.
Another answer is that researchers should speak through a central group
which is informed by a poll of scientists. This group would be more than just
a lobby for scientists. It might Organize regional and national research confer-
ences to develop and state priorities, perhaps taking the form of a National

18 Child Development Planning Board.
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NATIONAL PLANNING BOARD

0

The purposp of a National Child Development Planning Board would be to
help set priorities, abilize priorities, determine gaps in research activity, and
overcome barriers research. The main functions of the Board would be to:

de ermine major research and development needs'
d lop lines of Alternative strategidS to meet needs
sery as a. communications channel between government,
rese rch, the public
deter ine manpower needs in child development research

The following summa of ,characteristics helps to describe such a National
Board. It should:

/
be a fr estanding organization, not pare of any federSI

agency
be hater embus (made up of consumers, researchers and
goverume t re resentatives) .

be an eye all-t -eyeball operation (involve direct consulta-
tion with th a encipGild researchers) .

. have the abi ity t gather iriformatkon

. have the abiijty t represent and communicate to agencies*
major consen us a minority points of view

. not be a grou that- ponsors 'Twin research
r . have built-in ro atio elements in terms of membership

..C1

One of the subcOmmittees of ,
operating arm of (the,,National Aca
such a' Board, or the' Center for th
provide help in thinking through th
such a group.

The Board could be formed in
insurance companies interested in e
through sych a likely component of th
freesta cklizg Board, one without need
inhibited in matters to which it, would ad
give financial and moral support to a
provided the organizations do not insis
profit motive. There would be at least t
idea: the Board would gain accountability
gain actuarial talent which might be use
payoff in various research endeavors. Ana
maintaining a National Planning BOard woui
organizatio% to contribute a small amount to

These suggestions merely represent the br
and are not meant as specific recommendatio
Planning Board.

tional Refearch Council (NRC), the
emy of Sciences, might aid in establishing
Study of Democratic Institutions might

prof lems involved in the.formation of

tion with a consortium of life
g the quality of life. Support,
nterprise system would assure a
lic monies' and, therefqre, less
tself. Stich a consortium could

evelopment fanning Board,
igh profile ifrvolvement a

ntages to the life insurance
ckholders; the Board would
ompute the probability of
ternative for forming and
or all related professional
ard.
f thinking on the topic,

support of a National
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7-- STABILIZING RESEARCH PRIORITIES
vital tothe completion of numerous research studies is the ability of the

researcher to protect himself against the disease of governmental amnesia. It
is the consensus of panel members that this malady continues to create havoc
in the child development field. According to a recent article in Science,
research on a new topic should be supported for 10 to 15 years after a few
initial breakthroughs have occurred. Presently, funding agencie establish
priorities, provideghe money for research into priority areas, th in a short
time "forget" that they once considered the area of study srgn icant. When
this amnesia occurs, often within two to three years, priorities slip into dis-
favor and funding for them is tapered down or entirely cut off.

Because it is a waste of time and money to only partially complete re--
search activity, the panel -suggests that positive efforts be made to stabilize
priorities. Stabilization could be encouraged by:

funding fewer projects abut more completely

improving communications with key goyernment policy
makers so that funding agencies would learn to appreciate
process research rather than only the products of research
studies

. setting aside 20 percent. of the frdinglency budget for '
20 long-term commitments

0
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In a brainstorming fashion, a panel member creat d the following chain of
_ideas to forrn-one perspective on how stabilizationoni ht be fostered:

.

I. Movq some priority setting out of t e hands of the gswern-
ment by

A. offering tax advantages to philanthropic foundations
which give long-term support t significant lines of
inquiry;

B. giving support in renewable five yeaiblocks to prodbc-
' tive individuals;

C. providing endowed research chairs at universities:

II. Encourage increased participation in priority setting by
people inside and outside government by

A. creating a neet federal/state research and development
(R&D) plan with jointly set, prioriiies (to stabilize as well
as to build a politically-strong constituency);

B. having proposed priorities reviewed by
1. federal government representatives,
2. private advisory groups,
3. prospective users of the results.

III. Associate priorities with stable programs by

A. allocating R & D funds for all operating programs;
B. having operating bureaus participate in setting R & D

priorities;
C. financing R &'D institutions so that they can -add service

units1which opeiate at a profit) to draw R & D funds
'from clients, and committing each such institution to
continue the R & D lines which prove profitable;

D. establishing long-term R & D training programs with
large institution& assistance grants sufficidtt to support
considerable research along with conducting training;

E. converting all Title I evaluation funds to research and
evaluation dollars, and, considering strategies such as
cross-project 'research With process monitoring in

individual projects.

IV. Target R .& D, specifically D, and associate funds with an
expected projectrtd ire delivered on a schedule by building
product descriptions and timetables into the statutes them-
selves. 21



HOW TO JUDGE PRIORITIES'

It is important to establish guidelines for judging which problem areas
should be given high priority. Points to be considered are:

. seriousness of the knowledge gap

, the social need (priorities should be related to the goals of
society)

. probabi of payoff in the area

,
Panelists agreed that a rational diversity of priorities must be maintained.

Within that context, they strongly emphasized that non-priori y research
that involVing the beginper, the "maverick" researcher, the erson doing
"small" studies, or work on a "cold" projectmust contin to be funded
With a certain amount of dollars. One suggestion was t t 10 percent of
funding be allotted to these kinds of investigators since heir work would
'nfdst likely be research; less expensive to conduct than development. The

. remaining 90 percent would be focused on a variety efforts.in priority
areas. The problem aptly noted by the conferees i at neither the 10 per-
cent for basic research, nor the 90 percent for of er development activities is
enough. There is a lack of total dollars and, to be frank, a lack of confidence
in researchers' Ability to aid in helping solve society's major problems.

Regardless of the percentage breakdown of funds, all panelists contend
that the laissez-faire approach to selection of research topics has its merits
and should be preserved as part of the total research effort. One reason for
this is that a priority list which excludes certain study areas would soon cause
gaps in those areas and they would eventually become priorities. In addition,
there is no way of knowing what priorities will be in the future..F-4Dr these
reasons, it is important to preserve the laigez-faire approach which permits
the researcher to choose his own area to study. Coupled with priority re-
search, such investigations would assure that a wide range of subjects was
being studied. ',,

In the history of research, the mission-oriented approach of the Manhattan
Project and recent targeted research developed by OE provide examples to be
studied. R & D centers and Regional Education Laboratories which could be
organizations for targeted research have been criticized, however, as examples
of a "grand design that doesn't work."

New research into past methods ,employed in priority setting, Such as- a
study of What efforts have succeeded and failed in R & D centers, etc., could
be helpful in solving priority problems. It is reasonable that we use research

22 to solve research problems by delving into "priority 'literature."
O.
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Another point to consider carefully is the way in which research relevant
to priorities should be reviewed. Some current priority areas are made known

by agencies only a short time before the deadline date for submitting pro-
posals. Even then, notice sometimes goes only to a few research groups. As a
result, very few proposals are submitted. Those submitted are usually sub-
jected to peer review by an ad hoc-committee. Some panel members felt that
that kind of review is not as stringent or as thorough as review of unsolicited
proposals. It was thought that many proposals accepted by ad hoc commit-
tees would not survive the competition of a. regular study section.

If priority areas are to receive greater emphasis in the future, announce-
ments for the solicitation of contracts must be made to the scientific com-
munity in general. They must also be made with sufficient lead time to
permit the development of respectable proposals. These proposals should be
subject to review by a regularly constituted section considering a number of
proposals of a particular substantive type. Suggestions by an ad hoc commit
tee and monitoring of, research by a section of a funding agency are not
adequate substitutes for open competition of research proposals, or for
review of them in a broader context.

GETTING PRIORITY WORK\DONE

The critical question to -face is:. how does needed research get

done? There are those people on the frontier who are high risk people, lift
then it is necessary to have the settlers who come after. This is the area in

wach incentives are needed.
Some mechanisms or incentives for attracting individuals or organizations

to pursue high priority research might be to:

make established priorities highly visible in order to draw
research proposa:s

offer profrional awards for work in priority areas

invite bright researchers to attend conferences outside their
specific content areas (they just might get interested in the
topic)

grant funds to allow an additional year on a dissertation, if
the subject being researched is a priority subject, in Order to

expand the thesis into a truly worthwhile study

r
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The Need
to Communicate

The fact is clear that there should. be more and better communication in
the research' and development area. Answers regarding to whom such im-
proved efforts should be directed and how to go about communicating are
not quite as obvious. There, are two distinct channels in which communica-
tions should flow:

1. There needs to be an information transfer between' re-
searchers themselves as well as between researchers and
their publics Idiagram, page 29).

2. There needs to be program transfer in the program develop-
ment process (diagram, page 26). This second channel of
communications would serve to translate research into pro-.
grams of action and aid in implementing them.

Traditional customers of the researcher have been fellow researchers
colleagues interested in mutual disciplines. Disseminating results of one's
study to another research- oriented investigator who can evaluate and react to
it is more " d-n ture" than trying to communicate in the language of the IL

layman, th I gislato , or even the funding agency. Although traditional com-
munication remains important, there is a growing feeling of social responsi-
bility on the part of the researcher to communicate with the mass media, the
publicultirhately the consumer of 'his product.

On the othe hand, without safeguards, the researcher's interest in com-
munications co d become a disservice to research itself. The problem may be
more one of insu ating active but poorly evaluated research from the public,
from government, and from practitioners than one of finding more effective
means of rushing research findings into general circulation.

Many of the finding reported on are premature; inconclusive, contradic-
tory, at best suggestive seldom definitive. Much of the information in them
needs interpretation, i tegration, and translation, with special attention given

24 to implications of icy or of practice. Such critical assessment should be
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made by other researchers who know the area of study. One of the safeguards

of research would be not to disseminate research findings to the public until
stable conclusions have been reached. Perhaps, results of a single study should

not be made available to the public unless it summarizes or typifies a "line"
of research for which there is consensus.

Most writing that has been done to date in the milieu of research has been

-geared to professional journals. Dissemination through that medium has been

high, but the effectiveness of journal information in terms of social goals
"hovers around zero." Journal articles were singled out by panel members as

:.perhaps the "least effective form of communication known to man."
An impOrtant missing link in the communications chain is a free flow of

information between research and development, Research findings should be
transmitted to development people who, in turn, should transmit them to
practitioners as validated instruments and programs. The diagram on the fol-

lowing page illustrafes such a progression.

The idea of transmitting research information all the way along the con-
tinuum in unmodified form is not useful. There is an elaborate transforma-
tion o from the beginning to the end of the process diagrammed. It is also

unwise to assume that nothing can be done along the continuum until re-
search has first broken ground. Results of existing studies' can be imple-

mented so that communications can be satisfactorily begun at any stage. For

example, development work can be done, starting not from research evidence

directly, but from the accumulated wisdom of practitioners.
Once research has been conducted, one should not expect that there will

always be semi-automatic progress along the continuum which will result in
product and practice. For one thing, in 'moving from left to right on the
diagram, each activity involves larger numbers of people and resources which

are not always available.

TRANSFER OF RESEARCH IDEAS AND PRODUCTS

There is a growing need for special mechanisms to aid in communications

between the researcher and his publics. in order to communicate better, R &

D should develop two new types of fob categorieswithin its ranks:
1. synthesizeks, individuals who can correlate findings in major

fields in ah organized and systematic way so that knowl-
edge can exist in a more usable and acbessible form;

2. information specialists, individuals who can translate the,
language of the researcher into the language of the policy

maker and the consumer.
Because the investigator's talents do not often coincide with the journal-

ist's, information specialists are needed in the research field. Call them science

writers, public information specialists, or public relations men, such people
would represent a new'breed in the child develo ?ment family. Science writers

15.4J .7.
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are not new, but thit3 type of information specialist would be new because he

would be an advocate of the researcher and an integral part of the child
development research system. To recruit him and train him seem challenge

enough, but to pay him is an impossibility for many under present funding

conditions. To help resolve this, panelists suggest that:

. research be funded in such a fdshion that dissemination

costs are built in

the position of information specialist be initiated with the
inception of a National Child Development Planning Board

(discussed on page 19), for *filch funding problems might

be less acute than at other k)vels

THE SYNTHESIZER AS COMMUNICATOR
In addition to information specialists, panel members suggest that the

profession take a hard look at the need for synthesizers. Such individuals

must necessarily be knowledgable rrt` a -number of areas and work within
interdisciplinary environments. They would "malse something" out of infor-
mation secured in the last period of time, which often stands as isolated
studies in interrelated but distinctly separate disciplines. Synthesizers could

contribute to more efficiency in the development of products through re-

search. Such scholars would represent 'the intermediate step between the

(;) research phase and the service phase or last phase in the research-develop-

ment progression. ,
The role of synthesizer has been experimented with to some extent in the

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) with various problems

emerging as, to recruitment of personnel and financial support. Experience

shows that it is difficult to get seasoned scholars to work at the task of
synthesizing because they are often already committed to a line of research.

It is also difficult to finance the training of such individuals unless training

can take place in an already established setting. f &)D 'centers where both
themittical and piactical work is carried on in the ordinary course of events

might be the best environment in which to train synthesizers.

To encourage researchers to become synthesizers, and to elevate the func-

tion of synthesis to an important role in the research field:

. Offer grants to institutions willing to carry out organized

and systematic synthesis in maicr fields.

. Hold symposia at national .mpetings on the results of

synthesis.

. 'Encourage professional organizations to offer awards to
outstanding researchers functioning as synthesizers.

Train the new PhD in an interdisciplinary environment
before he becomes committed to a linelof research.

01064
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To decide who should be responsible for correlating individual studies into
a unified synthesis of thought is another problem to consider. Ideally, synthe-
sizing should be.the responsibility of a, disinterested group not unlike the
proposed Planning Board. The fact remains that, regardless of who does it,
synthesis needed in research. The current research system belies the synthe-
sizer funct on primarily because few researchers are trained in interdisciplin-.
ary work.
/The challenge of communicating more extensively and in better Ways is

one to be met in the coming,decade. There must be improved dissemination
of information between researchers, researchers and their publics, and better
means- employed for communication between researchers and program
developers. The recruitment and 'raining of information specialists and
individuals to synthesize research is significant to the overall effort to nurture
research.

The following diagram integrates the suggested new perponA into the
communications system which involves itself with the transfer of information
between researchers themselves and between researchers and their publics.
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The Need
to Collthorate,

There appears to be a strong synipathy for various kinds-of, cooperative
(forts between research centers and between individual researchers. Research be

styles which rely on cooperation are the ones most capable of tackling the
toughest, problems those problems which appear to be beyond the scope of-,
the individual researcher in terms of his financial and organizational resources
and conceptual ability. If these difficult problems are to i;e attacked, research
and development teams should be the thing during the next decade:Many of
the problems which we now face will require interdisciplinary work, multidis-
ciplinary work, and cross-cultural study.

A particular research style which deprds on cooperation is collaborative,
study. Collaborative research can exist on a n mber of different:levels. These?,
may range from complex interdisciplinary s dies in which-colleagues are
dependent upon each other, to, "parallel play" etween researchers in which
the same problem is studied in an individual but parallel fashion. An impor-
tant argument for collaborative studies is based on the fact that, in the
1970's, social systems may be changing faster than researchers can develop
stable findings on the small and parochial samples now used. By the time
synthesis Of fragmented, individual research takes place, the phenomena
studied may have already changed into something else. If, undg the present
system of independent research, it retrains unfeasible to reach stable conclu-
sions at a faster pace, the research community will lessen its capacity for
influencing society or for.being relevant. Research will be unable to keep up
with the ratteof change. Collaboration among i vestigators could accelerate
the process of reaching stable conclusions. .

There is a question as to what kinds of research require collaborative
. effort. Some would involve the plotting of deyelopment in areas where disci-

(---------/ plines overlap. For example, studies on the effects of nutrition in childrgn
30 might engage indivickrals in education, medicine, psychology, psychiatry, ek.
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Where differences in populations or physical environments 'halve some rele-
vancy to a study, collaboration could be almost impaative., :-

From the standpoint of research in general, however, if Mint be noted that
collaboration for its own sake is not good. Only when a prOl*rn can be best
attacked through collaborative effort should this kind of qtudy -bp pursued.

'PROBLEMS IN COLLABORATING

Efforts to collaborate have been relatively few in the past Vecaese of the
problems inherent in the collaborative undertaking,One set of Moblems lies
in the process of communicating, and can be divided into four major areas;

1. spatial organization;
2. professional conflicts;
3. locus and means of decision-making;
4. personality conflicts.

Too often researchers who need to exchange knowledge are in separate
buildings, on a different campus or in another state. Their 5RptiO organizatiOn

is presently unconducive to collaborative study.
Professional nflicts can arise between collaborators cdparding the focus

and directibn a dy should take. These are often theerdsult of distinct
differences betw en: theoretical beliefs; study methodology interpretations
of findings; which target, broups to communicate with; and who should
receive credit for publication.

Another deterrent to collaboration, the locus and moans of decision-
making, is involved in establishing who has the final word in a joint effort.
Even when this is made patently clear, a collaborator may begin to be unco,
operative when one or more decisions conflict with his own views. He mayy-
then work only when required by contract, work at less than the normal rate,

,

or even publish prematurely.
Personality conflicts can result when personal traits such as ambition,

jealousy, distrustfulness of colleagues and their motives enter into a coopera-
tive effort. Some people are not good team members. They may hive trouble
sharing their ideas, taking and following direptior4s, and communicating
openly with colleagues. Others may fail to see haw their small corftributions
will be of any importance to a large project or how being involved4n a group
study will help them. Such considerations are important for the researcher as
he sets his priorities.

A.trAgivAunately, the problems noted above discourage researchers from co-
operatiiiw with their colleagues. Failure to collaborate diminishes :tile proba-
bility of strengthening research through integrati'ng the findings of two or
more fields. It perpetuatesthe gap in synthesis of research. .

0 3 8
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HE FUNDING DILEMMA

The dilemma of funding collaborative studies was mentioned earlier in the
---,report as a barrier to developing inter- or multidisciplinary research. Some

panel members' felt that the difficulties in seeking funds within a single insti-
tution were so .great that it Deemed unlikely funds could be gotten under
present arrangements for collaborative efforts between universities. In addi-
tion, collaborative research takes time; and agency policy of short-term fund-
ing discourages extended study. Panelists suggested that two types of grants
be considered as models of the kind of fundingtrieeded to encourage collabor-
ation:

. the core development grant which is presently available to
Mental Retardation Centers supported by NICHHD

. the biomedical sciences-support grant which is awarded by
the National Institutes of Health on a percentage basis

The first provides ongoing support. The second provides money for special
purposes such as carry-over funds in interim periods.

WHO SHOULD COLLABORATE?

At presbnt, the decision to collaborate is usually made by.one man who

0 enlists the services of another man to assist him. The critical variable in
making the decision to collaborate is probably mutual need. The need must
be recognized by both parties. To. broaden collaborative effort, then, it
appears necessary to familiarize researchei4 in different disciplines with the
potential contributions others' could make to their areas of study. It also
becomes important to identify the parameters of overlap., not only on a broad
basis of problem area, but on a specific problem for a given researcher.

Cooperation among researchers can take place according to seVeraf differ-
ent model' relatienships: that of project director and assistants; equal col-
leagues; sub-contract model. Each model listed varies according to locus of
authority and decision-making. There are also built-in hazards unique to each.

Despite the fact that the decision to collaborate grows out of mutual need,
and that such need exists in many cases, the impetus for undertaking seg-
mental, focused collaborative study lies dormant. Aware of the problems and
unable to see past their own vested interests, many members of the profession
fail to collaborate when it would be beneficial. This could be identified as
widespread lack of understanding of the "big picture" in research.

, It is difficult to get established investigators to collaborate because they
are often already tied to a specific research method, or committed to a line of

32 research. New PhD's might be more willing to undertake collaborative study.
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The problem is that the younger the researcher the less seasoned he is li,cily

to be in his profession, and, therefore, even less equipped to collaborate than
his older colleagues. Training programs would be necessary to orient the new
PhD towards collaborative effort and prepare him for the problems involved.
A second taleht reserve for this method of research might be thosOinterested

in cross-cultural study..
Even though an individual investigator may not work on the same problem

as his colleague in a cooperative effort, his decision to collaborate could
provide him with a larger sampling of children, more expended facilities, etc.

NURTURING COLLABORATIVE STUDY

Panel members agreed that an environment which fosters interaction
between researchers must emanate from the profession. Three mechanisms
might be utilized to assure that this occurs:

The profession should make it more respectable to work in
collaboration by assuring appropriate profe§sional advance-
ment for such research.

Funding priorities could be slanted toward interaciplinary
research.

. Better means for transportation of ideas should, be em-
ployed.

The obstacle ,of spatial organization might be overcome by condentrating
collaborative study in research centers and institutes. This kind of organiza-
tion would nurture a "research family" of multidisciplines. Decisions to col-

laborate could emerge from common experiences within such environments,
and from discussions wherein mutual interests and problems are identified.

To stimulate interdisciplinary collaborative research paAelists point out
that it would be helpful to:

Encourage the beginning researcher torneltborate by train-
ing him in an interdisciplinary environ

Fund existing agencies, with the potential to become inter-
disciplinary centers, so that they can attract persbnnel to
collaborate with researchers already there.

.4 Reflect the need for collaborative study through granting
agency priorities and dollars.

. Fund construction and staffing of 'new interdisciplinary
centers.

k.
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Establish Multic/isciplinary reseal,
research organizations.

teams in identifiable

Support individual study in related areas by incorporating
this idea into interdisciplinary, proposals, and encouraging
sabaticals, leaves* for study, and post-doctoral work in
related fields.

4
Sponsor interdisciplinary training seminars during summers
for researchers from different fields in order to stimulate
inter-area thinking. 0

- \N,
Make fringe area research visible through conferences, con-
tract 4ese`-ch, presentations and publications.

. Lay ground work for collaborative study through interdisci-
plinary training programs such as internships in reloed
areas.

o

Hold research conferences directed at specific areas which
might benefit from collaborative study.

th.
There is no denying that nurturing collaborative study involves a kaleido-

scope of problems. Panel members, acknowledging the problems, encourage
colleagues in research to undertake more extensive collaboration and start the
wheels in motion for a collaborative system in research.
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Manpo r Needs
in Res-irch

4

In examining an expreised desire for improved communications and the

expansion of collaborative studies, panel members looked at the need for
manpower in the child development field. With statistics that already indicate
a surplusobf people in the field, economists have challenged the assertion that

.mote peop,le are needed in research. Society's need.for research and people to

carry it out,. rather than society's current willingness to hire people, should be
the criterion for judging whether or not there exists a manpower surplus or

shortage.
A manpower study would be useful in determining evidence for such

issues, although, a single study would be only a short-term guide. Probably
there should be means established for an ongoing look at numbers as well as

types of jobs? In retrospect, for example, it would have been advantageous if

someone five or ten years ago could hav,e anticipated and predicted,the cur-
rent need for preschool teachers. The proposed National Planning' Board

icould become involved in predictions and market research which would pro-

ide insight into problems of manpower in thechild development field.

TYPE4 OF MANPOWER
betermining the number of researchers needed is incidental to deciding

what types of manpower would supplement research. Panel members con-

eluded that research needs:

synthesizers or 'individuals who can correlate findings in
major fields into new theories \and into organized systems

of information;

information specialists skilled in communicating research
findings to various publics;

:00142
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researchers' with interdisciplinary training to undertake col-
laborative studies;

program developers who can blend' both the basic and
applied approach;

"second echelon" Pets° net to fill positions which are
natural etensions of the r arch organization.

The communications section in ;his reporeelaborated on the need for
recruitment and training of synthesizers and information specialists. The
shortage of interdisciplinary researchers who are competent in more than one
field was previously listed as a barrier to R.84 D. A spokesmIn in the health
profession re-emphasized this by pointing out that the problem of manpower
in the health field cannot be solved by his profession alone, but by an amalg
m tion of professionals responding to public need for health care. A case ha
beena) made for the interdisciplinary researcher under'The Need to Collabo
ate.'

In the area of program development there is almost no source of man-
power; program developers mustmbe specifically trained. From the training of
developers, to the actual, program development, to the application of the
program is a lengthy process. The beginning of an MA+ program is emerging
to facilitate the training of people with program development capabilities.
Panelists noted that this type of training shOu Id be encouraged.

An example of "second echelon" personnel is the new category of child
development consultant being supported by the National Institute of Mental
Health (NIMH) through two year MA programs at George Peabody College in
Tennessee, the Universities of Chicago, Michigan, California at Santa Barbara
and Florida State. Consultants are research transmitters and research users in
the allied health professions. Since these ."technicians" fill roles which are
essentially extensions of the research organization, there should be a second
echelon in research where they could fit in comfortably. This second or
intermediate level of people would be especiaJy essential if research con-
tinues to move from the field.laboratory into the fie.

1

NEW ENVIRONMENTS FOR TRAINING

How tet train various new types Of manpower requires a look at existing
training programs. The university environment, for example, is presently
unequipped to recruit, organize, and systain a "second echelon" in research,
because only professors and graduate students are physieWArter.4apd sup-
Kted by the academic system. In addition, university departments are not

set up to provide for interdisciplinary research or synthesis of research find-
ings. With each professor purposefully in a different field so that the depart-
ment can represent a broad spectrum of interests, it is difficult to get people
together to pursue common goals. There is usually not enough strength in any

36 one discipline to, work on a "program" of research. In regard, then, to the
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training of interdisciplinary types, synthesizers, and intermediate personnel, it

appears that the university department may not
1

be the place where this
should be conducted.

What little effort is being put into training people in multidisciplines
appears,ta be taking place according to two general plans: the use of an
interdepartmental committee; the use of a common practicum experience by
several different programs designed so that those in the practicum can com-
municate with each other.

Panelists agreed that a need exists to create environments which foster
common practicum experience and greater interaction among researchers.
Two specific environments suited for training the five typgs of personnel
mentioned under manpower needs are child study centers and child develop-

ment institute&
Common practicum experiences can be had through the creation of child

study centers. Such organizations would maintain a longitudinal study popu-
lation where. visiting scientists would be able to do research apart from that
being conducted by the center. In addition to permanent staff, it seems that
anyone who came in contact with this type of center would get multidisci-
plinary training. Examples of multidisciplinary child study centers are those
at George Peabody College, the Universities of Washington and North Caro-
lina. Even without physically establishing new centers, the environment pro-
vided by day care centers could encourage suchilyfterdisciplinary investiga-

tion. If money is going to be available in day card,,in the future, researchers
could subcontract with centers to carry out reseatPki-and training on their
premises.

The child study center concept might flourish beEfi3Oe of university, re-
strictions. On the other hand, there appears tq sorniY problem in getting

top researchers away from the campus setting. EducatiOnal'Testing Service
(ETS), the Regional. Education Labs, and R & D centers provide examples of
the upstream battle constantly taking place to recruit "good" people into a
non-academic environment. It may be that child study centers should be
created independently from the university but within a campus setting. With-
out a mandate from colleagues of increased resliectability for the multidisci-
plinary researcher, problems in quality level recruitment will increase regard-
less of the setting.

Another alternative for specific types of 'manpower is to do so
within institutes. "Second echelon" personnel fit comfortably into the insti-
tute environment. Even without large budgets, 'institutes could provide a
setting in which the interdisciplinary researcher could be trained, stay on to
undertake collaborative study, and, generally, contribute to program research.

Institutes might function within a university environment. For example,
child psychology could be pulled out of the general psychology department
and strengthened into an institute. Institute people would teach university
courses: but the arrangement would differ from a university department in

two ways: staff members would have smaller teaching loads than the average
department instructor; there would be a focused program of research and
personnel hiring. A relatively small investment in stable positions has pro-
vided a great payoff in research productivity, in the long run for the few 37
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institutes presently existing under such a set up.
A parellel in education would be to take educational psychology from a

school of education and greatly strengthen it into an institute. In order to
accomplish 'this, however, there would have to be motivation in terms of
some kind of an endowment. A foundation or the federal government could
encourage universities toward such an undertaking by saying, "if you will
strengthen your educational psychology department and create an educa-

, tional psychology institute, we will give you x number of dollars per year for
x years." These newly created institutes could be thought of as arms of a new
or proposed National Institute for Education. They would provide an en-
vironment where interdisciplinary studies could flourish.

38

FUNDS FOR TRAINING

Funding is a widespread problem affecting almost every area of child
development research. Manpower training is no exception. For one thing, it is
presently difficult to support new, broadly trained investigators because they
are not receiving_ an adequate proportion of available funding. In order to
reform training procedures and provide the quantity and variety of manpower
needed in child' development, it is necessary to consider changes in the pres-
ent funding apparatus. Means of incorporating training with actual research
should be explored so that research and training could exist on a continuum.
Panelists uggest that:

a

Training funds should be give
apprentices rather than awa
attached responsibilities.

o students to work as
olarships with no

Fellowship's and assistantships should require a student to
become a working research assistant after he has completed
a stipulated number of student hours.

Funding agencies should indicate support of multidisciplin-
ary practicums in which students interact to discover how
different programs correlate.

Internship programs sh uld be developed in which investi-
gatorsgators work in a co munity, either with a master teacher
or community of cial, in order to become competent in
assessing and respo ing to public needs.

Whatever the question regarding manpower, the tasks of recognizing talent
and providing the best conditions for its development are urgent ones. As one
member put it, "We wait not upon granting agencies, measuring instruments,
etc., but upon discoveries and the ability to recognize them when they are
Made:" Training is one of the most essential elements in accomplishing this.
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CONCLUSION

Changes are taking place in child development research, with Or
without coordinated effort for change. The time is right for re-
searchers, funding agencies and their publics to rise to the occasior
and channel future research efforts towards meaningful goals.

.

One purpose of this text is to stimulate further thinking about
the need for overall planning in child development research. We
have by no means exhausted the p4ssibilities for desirable change,
or the suggestions for implementing change.

In a more positive sense, it is hoped that the collective opinions
herein concerning'priorities,, the need for synthesis, improved com-
munications, expanded collaborative study, and new types of man-
power will be catalytiC in prompting further discussion and action
on these issues.
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